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Abstract
Background: Infection with Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) results in different clinical outcomes ranging from
asymptomatic containment to rapidly progressing tuberculosis (TB). The mechanisms controlling TB progression in
immunologically-competent hosts remain unclear.
Methodology/Principal Findings: To address these mechanisms, we analyzed TB progression in a panel of genetically
heterogeneous (A/SnxI/St) F2 mice, originating from TB-highly-susceptible I/St and more resistant A/Sn mice. In F2 mice the
rates of TB progression differed. In mice that did not reach terminal stage of infection, TB progression did not correlate with
lung Mtb loads. Nor was TB progression correlated with lung expression of factors involved in antibacterial immunity, such
as iNOS, IFN-c, or IL-12p40. The major characteristics of progressing TB was high lung expression of the inflammationrelated factors IL-1b, IL-6, IL-11 (p,0.0003); CCL3, CCL4, CXCL2 (p,0.002); MMP-8 (p,0.0001). The major predictors of TB
progression were high expressions of IL-1b and IL-11. TNF-a had both protective and harmful effects. Factors associated
with TB progression were expressed mainly by macrophages (F4-80+ cells) and granulocytes (Gr-1hi/Ly-6Ghi cells).
Macrophages and granulocytes from I/St and A/Sn parental strains exhibited intrinsic differences in the expression of
inflammatory factors, suggesting that genetically determined peculiarities of phagocytes transcriptional response could
account for the peculiarities of gene expression in the infected lungs. Another characteristic feature of progressing TB was
the accumulation in the infected lungs of Gr-1dim cells that could contribute to TB progression.
Conclusions/Significance: In a population of immunocompetent hosts, the outcome of TB depends on quantitatively- and
genetically-controlled differences in the intensity of inflammatory responses, rather than being a direct consequence of
mycobacterial colonization. Local accumulation of Gr-1dim cells is a newly identified feature of progressing TB. High
expression of IL-1b and IL-11 are potential risk factors for TB progression and possible targets for TB immunomodulation.
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forms of disease, e.g., caseous pneumonia, disseminated TB,
progress rapidly. Mechanisms that determine the outcome of Mtb
infection and the rate of TB progression remain largely unknown.
Analysis of the immunological mechanisms involved in the control
of TB in humans is complicated, due to a number of factors, including
differences in the exposure to mycobacteria, virulence of infecting
Mtb strains, variability in host genetic and socio-economic factors [2].
In contrast, mouse models are well-controlled experimental tools to
address TB immunity [3–7]. Studies in gene-targeted mice have
identified several cell subsets (e.g., CD4 and CD8 T cells) and

Introduction
Approximately one third of the human population is infected
with Mtb. The majority of infected individuals remain free from
active disease for life [1]. Approximately 10% of infected
individuals progress to clinical TB. The disease characteristics
exhibited by this population are very diverse, and differ by the type
of pathology developed in the lungs, the area of affected lung
tissue, the presence of acid fast bacilli in the sputa, and the rate of
TB progression. While in most cases TB progresses slowly, several
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end of week 3, some mice started to undergo wasting. On day 24,
the mice displayed a great variability in the degree of wasting
(Figure 1A). At this time, lungs were isolated from individual mice
and used for: (i) determination of mycobacterial load, (ii)
examination of lung tissue pathology, (iii) flow cytometry analysis,
and (iv) gene expression analysis.
Microbiological, histological, and flow cytometry examinations
revealed that all mice displayed a range of Mtb loads, lung
pathology, and lung cell viability (Figure 1 B–F). We found a direct
correlation between wasting and mycobacterial load (Figure 1B,
blue line), and between wasting and lung tissue pathology
(Figure 1C, blue line), and an inverse correlation between wasting
and lung cell viability (Figure 1D, blue line). However, the major
contributors to these correlations were mice that by day 24 had
lost more than 20% of their initial weight (i.e., ‘‘severely wasting’’
mice): these mice had high Mtb loads, severe lung pathology and
low lung cell viability (Figures 1 B–D, blue circles). Hierarchical
clustering analysis revealed that these mice were outliers and
formed a separate group (File S1, Figure S1).
In two separate experiments, we performed long-term monitoring of the infected F2 mice. We found that mice that on day 24
wasted by more than 20% died within 1–3 days (Figure 1G, blue
lines), mice that exhibited lower degree of wasting (,20%,
‘‘moderately wasting’’ mice) survived for additional 7–12 days
(Figure 1G, green lines), and the majority of gaining mice survived
for as long as 140 days post-infection (i.e., the time at which some
of them started to waste and all mice were sacrificed for the
analysis, see below). These results indicated that processes
occurring during first 3–4 weeks of infection determined the
outcome of Mtb infection and revealed that mice severely wasting
on day 24 were already terminally ill.
Because terminal stage of infection may dramatically change
disease manifestations (e.g., cause a secondary loss of Mtb control,
as in the study of Yan and coauthors [19]), we next removed
severely wasting mice from the analysis, and addressed the
correlations between wasting, mycobacterial load, and lung
pathology in all other mice. This approach made the correlations
between wasting and lung Mtb loads and wasting and lung tissue
pathology statistically non-significant (Figure 1 B, C solid lines).
Thus, only in some (i.e., terminally ill) mice, TB progression was
associated with high mycobacterial loads. In the majority of mice the
rate of TB progression did not significantly depend on bacterial load.
To further address an association between TB progression and
mycobacterial multiplication, we performed microbiological
examination of surviving F2 mice on day 140 post-infection. We
found that long-lived mice had mycobacterial loads in the same
range that the gaining and moderately-wasting mice had on day
24 post-infection (Figure 1H). In particular, no differences in
mycobacterial loads were detected between mice that gained
weight on day 24 (i.e., those that would survive for several
months), and mice that exhibited wasting on day 140 (i.e., were
dying). These data further suggested that in the majority of F2
mice the disease outcome was not a direct consequence of the
number of mycobacteria growing in the lungs.

molecules (e.g., IFN-c, TNF-a) whose deficiency results in extremely
severe TB and suggested that active TB develops as a result of
inefficient antibacterial responses [4–7]. This scenario explains why
hosts with genetic or acquired deficiencies in their antibacterial
immune response suffer from severe mycobacterial infections.
However it does not explain why active TB occurs in immunologically-competent hosts, nor why TB exhibits so many different clinical
manifestations. These questions are not easily addressed by gene
targeting or neutralization/depletion experiments. Indeed, a complete absence of a particular gene is a rare situation in a human
population. In addition, the majority of cells and molecules mediating
immune response play multiple (i.e., protective and pathological) roles
in TB pathogenesis of which only one can be discerned by gene
targeting approach.
Thus, an alternate experimental approach has been used to
address TB immunity that involves the comparison of host
responses in mouse strains with different susceptibilities to
infection (e.g., C57BL/6 versus DBA/2; C3HeB/FeJ versus
C57BL/6; I/St versus A/Sn). This approach has identified a
number of differences in innate and acquired immunity between
susceptible and resistant strains [8–18]. In most cases, however, it
is difficult to judge whether the identified inter-strain differences
contribute to protection or pathology, as most mouse strains carry
combinations of resistance and susceptibility genes and their
phenotypes may represent a mixture of both protective and
pathological responses.
In previous studies, we described differences in TB severity
between two strains, I/St and A/Sn. Compared to A/Sn mice,
infection of I/St mice with Mtb resulted in higher mycobacterial
loads, more severe lung tissue pathology, and earlier morbidity
[10,11,14,16]. Immunological analysis showed that I/St mice differed
from less susceptible A/Sn mice in that they exhibited lower
antimycobacterial responses [11,17] and more prominent inflammatory reactions [11,16,18]. The relative impact of these responses in
the protection against (progression of) TB remained unknown.
To elucidate whether and how the identified differences between
the I/St and A/Sn strains contribute to disease control, in the
present study we analyzed TB severity and lung immune responses
in a panel of genetically heterogeneous F2 progeny of I/St and A/
Sn strains. This approach allowed us to use a ‘‘natural’’ genetically
unmodified population, and to directly associate the inter-strain
differences identified in I/St and A/Sn mice with TB protection or
pathology. We report that in F2 mice the major characteristics of
progressing TB was not the number of mycobacteria growing in the
lung, or a deficiency in factors supporting antibacterial immunity.
Rather, TB progression was associated with high inflammatory
response mounted by host phagocytic cells and manifested as high
lung expression of the inflammation-related factors IL-1b, IL-11,
CCL3, CXCL2, MMP-8, and a progressive accumulation of Gr1dim cells in the lungs.

Results
F2 mice display different rates of TB progression that in
most mice do not correlate with mycobacterial load

Only one of the three QTLs that control TB progression in
F2 mice is involved in the control of Mtb colonization

In the first set of experiments we analyzed the kinetics of TB
progression and addressed the correlation between TB progression, mycobacterial multiplication, and lung tissue pathology in
(A/SnxI/St) F2 mice. F2 mice originated from TB-highlysusceptible I/St and more resistant A/Sn mice. The mice were
infected with Mtb, and TB progression was monitored by
evaluating post-infection body weight loss, a vital indicator of
TB severity in experimental animals and humans (Figure 1).
During the first 2 weeks of infection, all mice gained weight. At the
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

Earlier genetic analyses identified three major quantitative trait
loci (QTLs) that influenced post-infectious body weight loss in I/St
and A/Sn mice: tbs1 located on chromosome 3, tbs2 located on
chromosome 9, and a QTL located in the vicinity of H-2 complex
on chromosome 17 [8,14]. In the current study, we examined
whether these QTLs were involved in the control of mycobacterial
colonization in F2 mice. We found that only QTL located on
2
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Figure 1. F2 mice display different rates of TB progression. F2 mice were challenged i.t. with 103 CFU of Mtb. Weight was monitored once a week. A,
Kinetics of weight change. 100% - weight on day 1 post-infection. Shown are representative results obtained in two (n = 52) independent experiments that
included mice of both sexes. B–D, Mycobacterial load (B), lung pathology (C), and lung cell viability (D) in mice displaying different degree of wasting.
Severely wasting mice (wasting by more than 20%) are indicated by blue circles. Lines show the predictions of the linear regression when all mice are
included in the analysis (dashed blue lines) or when severely wasting mice are excluded from the analysis (solid black lines). r, Spearman correlation
coefficient; p, p-value for ANOVA. E, F, Examples of lung tissue sections and lung cell flow cytometry representing two extremes with mild and severe
pathology. Numbers in F indicate the percentages of dead (left) and live (right) cells. G, H, Long-term monitoring of F2 mice (n = 30, two independent
experiments). G, The kinetics of weight change. H, Comparison of mycobacterial loads observed on days 24 and 140 post-infection.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0010469.g001

chromosome 17 was associated with the number of Mtb growing in
the lungs (LRS = 11.3, Table 1). This QTL also controlled the
number of IFN-c producing CD4+ T-cells in the lungs
(LRS = 11.4, Table 1), indicating that chromosome 17 QTL
influenced Mtb colonization by controlling host antibacterial
immune response. Tbs 1 and tbs2 did not show significant
association with mycobacterial colonization in F2 mice (LRS,6,
p.0.01), supporting our previous conclusion that the number of
mycobacteria growing in the lungs was not the sole factor that
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

determined disease outcome in F2 mice and that there were other
factors that drove disease progression.

TB progression correlates with increased lung expression
of inflammation-related factors
Searching for factors that could play a role in TB progression in
F2 mice, we focused our attention on our previous data that
detected differences between parental I/St and A/Sn mice with
respect to the intensity of lung tissue inflammation. In particular,
3
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Table 1. Only one of the three quantitative trait loci (QTLs) controlling TB progression in F2 mice, is involved in the control of
mycobacterial colonization.

Trait

Marker

LRS

P

% variance
explained

CI

Mode

Mtb colonization CFUs/lung)

D17Mit175

11.3

0.00079*

12

50

Recessive

D3Mit299

3.7

0.055

4

147

Recessive

CD4+ IFN-c+ cells (%)

D9Mit89

0.1

0.74

0

4841

Recessive

D17Mit175

11.4

0.00074*

11

49

Additive

D3Mit299

5.2

0.0225

5

105

Recessive

D9Mit89

1.7

0.195

2

318

Additive

F2 female mice (n = 92) challenged with Mtb were analyzed for mycobacterial load and the frequency of IFN-c producing T cells in the lungs. LRS, likelihood ratio
statistic, CI, a 95% confidence interval.
*Less than empirical significance level for 1000 permutations.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0010469.t001

quantitative PCR at weeks 0, 1, 3, and 5 post-challenge. Until the
third week post-infection, the expression of the majority of genes
analyzed were similar in mice of both strains. By week five, the
expression of genes associated with T cell-mediated antibacterial
immune response (IL-12p40, IFN-c, T-bet, CCL5) declined in I/
St mice, resulting in a relative deficiency of these factors in the
lungs of susceptible mice (Figure 2 and data not shown). In
contrast, the expression of inflammation-related genes (IL-1b, IL6, TNF-a, CXCL2) and iNOS increased in I/St lungs, resulting in
a relative abundance of these factors in the lungs of susceptible
mice. The expression of IL-10 and CCL2 did not differ
significantly between the mice at any time-point. In contrast, IL11, MMP-8, and MMP-10 were over expressed in I/St mice at all
analyzed time-points (Figure 2 and data not shown).

I/St mice characteristically exhibited an extensive infiltration of
the infected lungs with T-lymphocytes and granulocytes (Gr-1+
cells [18]). Because the accumulation of immune cells at the site of
infection is orchestrated by cytokines and chemokines, we decided
to evaluate cytokine and chemokine expression in the lungs of
mice with different susceptibility to TB.
The first set of experiments was performed in I/St and A/Sn
mice, and addressed the expression of factors involved in the
antibacterial immune response (i.e., IFN-c, TNF-a, IL-10, IL12p40, T-bet, iNOS), inflammation (IL-1b, IL-6, TNF-a, CCL2,
CCL5, CXCL2, iNOS), and factors that previously had been
shown to be differentially expressed in I/St and A/Sn mice (IL-6,
IL-11, MMP-8, MMP-10 [18,20]). Mice were challenged with
Mtb, and gene expression in the lung tissue was analyzed using

Figure 2. TB-susceptible I/St and TB-resistant A/Sn mice infected with Mtb differ by the expression of genes associated with T-cell
mediated response and inflammation. I/St and A/Sn mice were challenged with Mtb or left un-infected. The expression of genes was analyzed in
the lungs at weeks 0, 1, 3, and 5 post-challenge. Shown are typical examples of the expression of genes which were down-regulated in I/St lungs at
late time-points post-challenge (IFN-c, IL-12p40), up-regulated in I/St lungs at late time-points post-challenge (IL-1b, iNOS), up-regulated in I/St lungs
at all time-points post-infection (MMP-8), and genes that were expressed similarly in I/St and A/Sn lungs (IL-10). Mean 6SD are shown (n = 3–4 per
time-point). I/St, dashed line; A/Sn, solid line.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0010469.g002
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Based on these results, we chose a set of factors to be evaluated
in F2 mice. This set included the cytokines IFN-c, IL-12p40, IL1b, IL-6, TNF-a, IL-11; the chemokine CXCL2; iNOS, MMP-8
and MMP-10. In addition, CCL3 and CCL4, chemokines known
to mediate T lymphocyte chemotaxis were included in the
analyses. The analyses was performed on day 24 post-infection,
a time when all F2 mice remained alive, and disease manifestations
in the acute- and chronically-infected mice diverged. The
expression of each of the factors was correlated with TB
progression using Spearman correlation analysis. To exclude any
influence of gender on the results, gene expression analysis was
performed only in females.
Gene expression was first analyzed in 48 mice. We found a
strong positive correlation between TB progression and lung
expression of the inflammation-related factors IL-b, IL-6, IL-11,
CCL3, CCL4, CXCL2, and MMP-8 (Figure 3, p,0.001). The
expression of TNF-a and MMP-10 correlated weakly with TB
progression, and was not significant for multiple parameter testing
(p = 0.0057 and 0.0066, respectively; to account for testing of 12
parameters, p-value of 0.003 was considered significant). The
expression of iNOS, IFN-c, and IL-12p40 did not show
correlation with TB progression (p.0.07).
To better address an association between TB progression and
inflammatory reaction in the lungs, we selected several factors (IL1b, IL-11, TNF-a, CCL3, CXCL2, MMP-8 and iNOS) and
evaluated their expression in an additional 27 mice. The results
obtained in all 75 mice were then analyzed using different methods
of correlation analysis.
Simple correlation analysis of weight loss and a single factor
revealed a correlation between TB progression and lung
expression of IL-1b, IL-11, CCL3, CXCL2, and MMP-8. Among
these factors, IL-1b, IL-11, and MMP-8 correlated the best with
the weight loss (p,0.0003, Table 2, ‘‘All’’).
Because severely wasting (terminally-infected) mice formed a
separate group (File S1, Figure S1), we next removed them from the
analysis, and examined which factors contributed to the variation in
the rate of TB progression in other mice. Using simple correlation
analysis, we found that IL-1b and IL-11 were best correlated with
weight loss in gaining and moderately wasting mice (p#0.0006,
Table 2). A weaker correlation was observed between TB progression
and lung expression of MMP-8 (p = 0.01, Table 2). Other
approaches, such as F-test for nested linear models, multiple
regression model selection, using Akaike or Bayesian Information
Criterion, bootstrapping analysis, also indicated IL-11 and/or IL-1b
as the best predictor(s) of TB progression (i.e., weight loss) in gaining
and moderately wasting F2 mice (Files S2, S3, S4, Table S1). These
results contrasted with the absence of correlation between TB
progression and Mtb burden in non-terminally ill mice (Table 2), and
suggested a possible role for the above factors in TB progression at
early (pre-terminal) stages of disease.
The correlation between TB progression and lung expression of
TNF-a was different, depending on the analysis performed. In
simple correlation analysis, there was a weak direct correlation
between TB progression and the expression of TNF-a. However,
when other factors, especially IL-1b and IL-11, were taken into
account, TNF-a was correlated negatively with TB progression,
exhibiting a small protective effect (File S4, Table S1).
To summarize, the high expression of inflammation-related factors
was the most characteristic indicator of severe TB in F2 mice.

inflammatory response depends on the quantity of pathogen (i.e.,
Mtb load). We hypothesized that besides that, the inflammation
intensity may depend on the reactivity of the host to the same
pathogen load. To address this hypothesis, we re-analyzed our
results obtained in F2 mice, by taking into account Mtb
colonization data from each individual F2 mouse. The mice were
divided into several groups, each group containing mice with
similar Mtb loads (less than 3.3-fold differences), and the relative
cytokine and chemokine expression was analyzed within each
group. We found that despite similar Mtb loads, mice from each
group displayed significant variability in the degree of wasting, and
in the levels of inflammatory cytokine and chemokine expression
(see Figure 4, for examples). In groups that included relatively high
numbers of mice (n = 10 and more), a direct correlation between
wasting and the expression of IL-1b and IL-11 was detected
(Table 3). Correlations between wasting and lung expression of
TNF-a, CCL3, and CXCL2 were different (i.e., positive, negative,
or insignificant) depending on the selected group of mice, findings
which likely mirrored the dual role for these cytokines in TB
protection/TB pathology. In none of the analyzed groups was
wasting correlated with Mtb load or the expression of iNOS.
These results showed that genetically different mice mounted
inflammatory response of different intensity, even when harboring
the same amount of mycobacteria in their lungs, and demonstrated that the intensity of this response correlated with TB
progression. Thus, lung tissue inflammation can contribute to
disease progression independently of Mtb load.

Factors associated with TB progression are expressed by
lung phagocytic cells
To identify cells responsible for the expression of proinflammatory factors in the infected lungs, we used two
experimental approaches. First, we separated lung cells derived
from Mtb-infected F2 mice into plastic-adherent and plastic-nonadherent populations, and compared gene expression in these
populations of cells. The cells were obtained from the lungs of F2
mice, 24 days following the challenge with Mtb. Flow cytometry
analysis showed that plastic adherent population was enriched for
F4-80+Gr-12 (macrophages) and F4-802Gr-1+ (presumably,
granulocytes) cells that together formed more than 50% of the
adherent cells (Figure 5A). In the plastic-non-adherent population,
the proportion of phagocytes was significantly reduced (less than
15%, Figure 5A). In the adherent population, the expression of IL1b, IL-6, TNF-a, CCL3, CCL4, CXCL2, as well as that of iNOS,
was 8 to 30-fold higher relative to the non-adherent cells
(Figure 5B), indicating lung phagocytes as the likely source of
the analyzed factors.
Second, we assessed the production of several pro-inflammatory
factors by different populations of lung cells, using intracellular
cytokine staining. Lung cells were isolated from Mtb-infected F2
mice and stained with Abs specific to F4-80, Ly-6G, CD4/CD8
receptors and TNF-a, IL-6, CXCL2 or IL-11 (Figure 5C). TNF-a
was found within F4-80+, Ly-6G+ cells and T-lymphocytes.
CXCL2 and IL-6 were detected in both F4-80+ and Ly-6G+
cells, but not in T-lymphocytes. We noted that a particularly high
proportion of Ly-6G+ cells (.20%) produced CXCL2. Given that
this chemokine possesses neutrophil-attracting activity, these
results suggested a positive feedback regulation of neutrophilic
inflammation during TB. IL-11 was detected in a small percent of
F4-80+ and Ly-6G+ cells, which was consistent with a low lung
mRNA expression of this cytokine (see Figure 3).
Altogether, our results identified lung phagocytes as the major
immune cells producing cytokines and chemokines associated with
TB progression.

The extent of host inflammatory response does not
directly depend on Mtb colonization
There is no doubt that the host inflammatory reaction is driven
by pathogen-derived signals [21,22], and that the intensity of the
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 3. In F2 mice, TB progression correlates directly with lung expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, chemokines, and
metalloproteinases. F2 mice were challenged with Mtb as described in Figure 1. On day 24, lung mRNA was extracted and assayed by real-time
PCR. Shown are the correlations between wasting and lung mRNA expression of indicated genes in F2 female mice (n = 48).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0010469.g003
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Table 2. Correlation between weight loss, mycobacterial load, and the expression of inflammation-related factors in the lungs of
F2 mice.

Variable

Mycobacterial load

IL-1b

IL-11

TNF-a

CCL3

CXCL2

MMP-8

iNOS

r

All

p-value

(n = 75)

Gaining+moderately wasting (n = 68)

r

0.33

0.12

p-value

3.861023

3.161021

r

0.51

0.40

p-value

,1.061024

6.061024

r

0.42

0.41

p-value

2.061024

5.061024

r

0.2

0.1

p-value

8.061022

6.761021

r

0.41

0.24

p-value

3.061024

5.261022

r

0.36

0.18

p-value

1.361023

1.661021

r

0.46

0.30

p-value

,1.061024

1.061022

r

0.20

0.04

p-value

8.561022

7.061021

F2 female mice were challenged with Mtb and analyzed on day 24 post-infection (n = 75). Correlations between wasting, Mtb loads and indicated gene expression were
analyzed in two different ways: (i) all mice were included in the analysis (‘‘all’’); (ii) severely wasting mice were removed from the analysis (‘‘gaining+moderately
wasting’’). r, Spearman coefficient, p-value, significant value of the test. Correlations significant for multiple (eight) parameter testing are shown in bold (p,0.006).
Correlations with p-value.0.006 but less than 0.05 are marked with an asterisk.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0010469.t002

Figure 4. F2 mice exhibiting similar mycobacterial loads display different rates of TB progression that positively correlate with the
lung inflammatory response. F2 mice challenged with Mtb were divided into several groups, each having similar Mtb loads. Correlations between
wasting, mycobacterial load, and cytokine/chemokine expression in mice with lung mycobacterial burdens ranging from 3.36107 to 16108 CFUs/lobe
are shown (for Spearman correlation coefficients and p-values see Table 3).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0010469.g004
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Table 3. Correlation between wasting, mycobacterial load, and lung expression of cytokines and chemokines in F2 mice grouped
by mycobacterial load.

Group of mice (#)

1

2

3

4

5

CFUs in group (6106)

,3.3

3.3–10

10–33

33–100

100–333

.333

n

9

23

9

13

10

11

0.00

0.07

Mycobacterial load

IL-11

IL-1b

CCL3

CXCL2

r
p-value

6.0610

iNOS

21

9.0610

21

0.18

1.0

8.3610

21

6.0610

0.17
21

7.861021

r

0.27

0.50

0.14

0.66

0.51

20.54

p-value

4.661021

1.461022*

7.461021

1.561022*

1.361021

1.761021

r

0.7

0.10

20.08

0.81

0.67

0.79

p-value

8.861021

6.561022

8.461021

8.061024

3.061023

3.061022*

r

20.41

20.53

0.05

0.79

0.76

0.79

p-value

2.661021

1.261022

9.061021

1.261023

1.061022*

3.061022*

r

20.47

20.48

20.35

0.83

0.83

0.67

p-value
TNF-a

20.02

0.18

6

2.1610

21

2.0610

22

*

3.5610

21

3.0610

23

3.0610

23

8.061022

r

20.29

20.52

20.37

0.47

0.61

0.67

p-value

4.461021

1.061022*

3.161021

6.461022

6.061022

8.061022

r

20.02

20.37

20.08

0.04

0.52

0.59

p-value

9.861021

8.061022

8.461021

8.861021

1.661021

1.361021

Based on mycobacterial load, all F2 mice (the same as in Table 2) were divided into several groups so that within each group, CFU counts differed by no more than 3.3
fold. Correlations between wasting and CFU counts or wasting and lung expression of the indicated factors were determined separately for each group of mice. Note
that the absence of significant correlation was observed mainly in groups with low numbers of mice (less than 10). r, Spearman coefficient; p-value, significant value of
the test. Significant correlations (p,0.008) are shown in bold. Correlations with p-value.0.008 but less than 0.05 are marked with an asterisk.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0010469.t003

Annexin V binding were similar to those of Gr-1hi cells (Figure 6
B–D and data not shown). Rather, Gr-1dim cells represented early
neutrophil precursors, or modified neutrophils that were generated
in highly inflammatory conditions and replaced typical neutrophils
(see discussion for the details).
Correlation analysis performed separately for Gr-1hi and Grdim
cells showed that the accumulation of Gr-1dim, but not Gr1
1hi, cells correlated with TB progression (Figure 6 G, H). The
fact that Gr-1dim cells were negligible in all gaining mice
(Figure 6F) indicated that the appearance and the accumulation
of these cells was a characteristic cellular feature of progressing
TB.
Analysis of the roles for Gr-1hi and Gr-1dim cells in the
production of certain pro-inflammatory cytokines showed that
CXCL2 and TNF-a were produced mainly by Gr-1hi cells
(neutrophils). In contrast, IL-11 was found in some Gr-1dim cells,
but was almost absent from Gr-1hi cells (Fig. 6I).
These studies showed that high expression of pro-inflammatory
factors in the lungs of mice with rapidly progressing TB could not
be attributed to a higher number of macrophages and only in part
(in some moderately wasting mice) could be attributed to the
accumulation of neutrophils in the lungs. The accumulation of Gr1dim cells could account for the increased expression of some (e.g.,
IL-11), but not all factors associated with TB progression.
Importantly, these cells were absent from the lungs of un-infected
mice (data not shown), i.e. they could not be responsible for the
initiation of the local inflammatory reaction.

Progressing TB is characterized by the accumulation of
Ly-6Gdim cells in infected lungs

Given a role which F4-80+ and Gr-1+ cells played in the
inflammatory response, we next examined whether these cells
accumulated in different quantities in the lungs of mice with
different rates of TB progression. Suspensions of lung cells were
obtained from F2 mice, challenged 24 days prior the experiments,
and analyzed by flow cytometry.
The percentages and the numbers of F4-80+Gr-12 cells
(macrophages) varied slightly between the mice, and did not
correlate significantly with TB progression (Figure 6A). When
analyzing the expression of Gr-1 marker, we noticed that Gr-1positive cells were not uniform, but included cells with both high
and low expression (Figure 6B–D). On Gr-1/Ly-6G vs F4-80 and
FSC vs SSC dot plots, Gr-1hi cells exhibited a distribution
characteristic of neutrophils, and were Gr-1hiF4-802 (Figure 6B); a
population of Gr-1dim cells was more diffuse and expressed Gr1dimF4-802/dim phenotype (Figure 6 C,D). Gr-1hi cells were
present in the lungs of gaining and moderately wasting mice, but
were almost absent from the lungs of severely wasting mice
(Figure 6 D,E). In contrast, Gr-1dim cells were negligible in gaining
mice, but were readily identified in the lungs of wasting mice
(Figure 6 F). In severely wasting mice, these cells became especially
abundant (Figure 6 F) and co-expressed low levels of F4-80, i.e.,
were Gr-1dimF4-80dim (Figure 6D). These results were first
obtained using mAbs specific to Gr-1 antigen that bind both Ly6G and Ly-6C molecules (clone RB6-8C5), but were also
reproduced when mAbs specific to Ly-6G molecules only (clone
1A8) were used. The Gr-1hi/Ly-6Ghi cells likely represented
neutrophils [23]. The nature of Gr-1dim/Ly-6Gdim cells was less
clear, but it was very unlikely that they could be classified as
‘‘normal’’ mature neutrophils. That these cells represented dying
neutrophils was also unlikely, as their FSC-SSC distribution and
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

Genetically different phagocytes differ intrinsically by the
expression of factors associated with TB progression
In the next set of experiments we analyzed whether phagocytes
from TB-susceptible and resistant mice differed in their expression
of inflammation-related factors at a per cell level.
8
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Figure 5. Pro-inflammatory factors associated with TB progression are expressed by lung phagocytic cells. F2 mice were challenged
with Mtb. On day 24 post-infection, suspensions of lung cells isolated from moderately wasting mice were separated into plastic-adherent and nonadherent populations, and gene expression was analyzed by real-time PCR. A, Flow cytometry analysis of plastic-adherent and plastic-non-adherent
populations. Cells were stained with mAbs specific to F4-80 and Gr-1 (clone RB6-8C5) antigens. Note enrichment for F4/80+ and Gr-1+ cells in plasticadherent over non-adherent population (60% over 14%). B, Gene expression in plastic-adherent versus plastic-nonadherent populations (fold change
in expression). Closed bars: pro-inflammatory factors associated with TB progression; open bars: factors that did not correlate with TB progression
(Figure 3, Table 2 and data not shown). C, Production of TNF-a, CXCL2, IL-6, and IL-11 by different populations of lung cells (intracellular staining, two
independent experiments). Cells were stained with mAbs specific to CD4, CD8, F4-80, and Ly-6G (clone 1A8) antigens. Gates are placed based on the
fluorescence-minus-one control for each of analyzed subset.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0010469.g005

Discussion

Macrophages were obtained from the peritoneal cavity of I/
St and A/Sn mice, and were cultured in vitro, in the presence or
absence of Mtb. In response to Mtb infection, both I/St and A/
Sn macrophages up-regulated the expression of the proinflammatory genes IL-6, TNF-a, CCL3, CCL4, CXCL2
(Figure 7 A,B), which is consistent with other reports [24]. In
both un-infected and infected cultures, I/St and A/Sn
macrophages exhibited significant inter-strain differences in
gene expression. The most striking differences were higher
expression of IL-11 and IL-1b in ‘‘susceptible’’ I/St macrophages and a higher expression of TNF-a in A/Sn macrophages
(Figure 7 C, D). Of note, in F2 mice, high expression of IL-11
and IL-1b and low expression of TNF-a (when the expression of
IL-11 and IL-1b was taken into account) were the major
correlates of TB progression (Files S2, S3, S4).
We next monitored the expression IL-1b, IL-11 and TNF-a in
neutrophils (Figure 7E). The expression of IL-1b did not show
stable inter-strain differences. The expression of IL-11 was very
low in I/St neutrophils (Ct more than 38), and was undetectable in
A/Sn neutrophils (no signal during 45 amplification cycles). The
expression of TNF-a was stably lower in I/St as compared to A/
Sn neutrophils, in four independent experiments.
Altogether, the data demonstrated that phagocytes, especially,
macrophages, from I/St and A/Sn mice exhibited intrinsic
differences in the expression of genes that were the major
correlates of TB progression in F2 mice, suggesting that the
peculiarities of phagocyte transcriptional response could account
for the peculiarities of gene expression in the infected lungs and
affect the outcome of Mtb infection.
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

Studies over the last several decades have demonstrated that a
complete deficiency in factors mediating antibacterial response
results in severe mycobacterial infections [4–6]. These studies
supported the concept that TB disease develops as a result of
ineffective antibacterial immune response. On the other hand, for
many years TB had been considered as an immunopathological
disease, in which pathology develops due to uncontrolled host
inflammatory reactivity to the pathogen. Direct evidence for this
concept had not been available, largely because the role that
dysregulated inflammation plays in TB pathology is difficult to
address. Indeed, the majority of factors mediating inflammation
are prerequisite for the development of protection; therefore their
targeting or neutralization results in disease exacerbation and
masks potential pathological properties. In the current study, we
took advantage of a mouse model of TB which we have utilized for
several years. In this model, mice of I/St and A/Sn strains differ in
their intensity of both antibacterial and inflammatory responses.
The model has allowed us to address the relative roles for these
responses in TB pathology, by analyzing their segregation and TB
progression in (A/SnxI/St)F2 mice.
We find that in immunocompetent hosts TB progression is not a
direct consequence of high Mtb loads, but rather, is a result of
excessive inflammatory reaction developed in Mtb infected lungs.
This is supported by the following observations. First, not all F2
mice with high mycobacterial burden in the lungs rapidly
progressed to fatal infection. In most mice, the rate of TB
progression did not depend on bacterial burden. Second, TB
9
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Figure 6. The accumulation of Gr-1dim cells in the infected lungs is a characteristic feature of progressive TB. F2 mice were challenged
with Mtb as described in Figure 1. On day 24, lung cell suspensions were obtained and stained with mAbs specific to F4-80 and Gr-1 (clone RB8-C6) or
Ly-6G (clone 1A8) antigens (A–H). A, correlation between wasting, percentages and numbers of F4-80+Gr-12 cells in the lungs. B–D, typical examples
of flow cytometry analysis of cells derived from the lungs of gaining (B) or wasting (C, D) mice. Shown are results obtained with PE-anti-F4-80 and
FITC-anti-Ly-6G Abs. E, F, The content of Gr-1hi (E) and Gr-1dim (F) cells in the lungs of gaining, moderately wasting and severely wasting mice. G, H,
correlation between wasting, percentages and numbers of Gr-1hi (G) and Gr-1dim (H) cells in the lungs. Note that Gr-1dim cells are negligible in gaining
mice and that all mice with increased percentages or numbers of Gr-1dim cells are wasting. I, Intracellular cytokines in Gr-1hi and Gr-1dim cells. Note
that CXCL2 and TNF-a are produced mainly by Gr-1hi cells, while IL-11 – by Gr-1dim cells.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0010469.g006
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Figure 7. I/St and A/Sn macrophages and neutrophils differ in the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines. A–D, Analysis of gene
expression in macrophages. Macrophages were obtained from the peritoneal cavity of I/St and A/Sn mice, cultured with or without Mtb, and used for
gene expression analysis. A, B, Gene expression in infected versus uninfected macrophages from I/St (A) and A/Sn (B) mice. C, D, Gene expression in I/
St versus A/Sn macrophages, either uninfected (C) or infected (D). Data from one of three similar experiments are shown. E, Analysis of gene
expression in neutrophils. Neutrophils were obtained from the peritoneal cavity of I/St and A/Sn mice and used for gene expression. Shown are gene
expressions in I/St versus A/Sn neutrophils (results of three independent experiments). Bars show the relative expression of corresponding genes in
infected versus un-infected phagocytes (A, B) or in I/St versus A/Sn phagocytes (C–E).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0010469.g007

progression did not correlate with lung expression of factors
involved in antibacterial response (iNOS, IFN-c), but correlated
with lung expression of factors involved in the development of
inflammation (IL-1b, CXCL2, IL-11 et al.). Third, only one of the
three QTLs involved in the control of TB severity in F2 mice, was
implicated in the control of Mtb colonization in these mice. Our
results correspond well to the study of Kramnik’s group [19],
which showed that differences in TB susceptibility between sst-1
congenic mice did not depend on iNOS/NO production, but
rather, were associated with the development of necrotic lung
inflammation. Similarly, Bishai et al [25] demonstrated that
immunopathology and lethality of TB did not depend on the
capacity of mycobacteria to grow and survive in infected host.
These reports, together with the results of our study, strongly
indicate that host capacity to restrict Mtb growth is not the sole
(and likely not the major) factor that determines TB outcome. Our
view on the roles that antibacterial and inflammatory responses
may play in the determination of TB outcome is presented on
Figure 8.
Gene expression analysis performed in our study showed that
factors expressed in the lungs of F2 mice segregated into two major
groups: those not correlated with TB progression (iNOS, IL12p40, IFN-c, CCL5), and those associated with TB progression
(IL-1b, IL-6, CCL3, CCL4, CXCL2, MMP-8, MMP-10, Figure 2
and data not shown). Analysis of macrophage transcriptional
responses performed by other investigators revealed that, based on
the up-stream regulatory pathways, cytokines and chemokines
may be similarly segregated into two groups: ‘‘antibacterial’’
(iNOS, CCL5 et al) and ‘‘inflammatory’’ (IL-1b, CCL3, CCL4,
CXCL2). Almost all factors that in our study were associated with
TB progression (IL-1b, CCL3, CCL4, CXCL2) were considered
as ‘‘inflammatory’’, and were reported to be induced via TLRs. In
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

contrast, factors not associated with TB progression in our model
(e.g., iNOS, CCL5) were considered as antibacterial and were
largely induced by TLR-independent IFNabc-dependent pathways [22,24,26]. Thus, there was a close association between the
involvement of genes in TB progression (this study), their
participation in host inflammatory response, and the regulation
of their expression/production via TLR-dependent pathways
[22,24,26]. This conclusion is further supported by recent
observations in humans that demonstrated that S180L polymorphism in TIRAP gene, which leads to the attenuation of
inflammation (TIRAP is implicated in the TLR2- and TLR4mediated signaling pathways), is associated with a decreased risk of
TB development [27].
In our study, cytokine expression was evaluated at mRNA level.
Because the production of some cytokines, e.g., IL-1b, is regulated
posttranslationally, their differential transcription could be relevant or not to the secretion of biologically active protein. We
believe that in our model, higher expression of IL-1b mRNA was
relevant to a higher production of IL-1b protein and did
contribute to disease progression: when we analyzed the amount
of IL-1b protein in the lungs of some F2 mice, we found that mice
exhibiting higher expression of IL-1b mRNA had higher amounts
of IL-1b protein, and the later correlated with the degree of
wasting (r = 0.61, p,0.06; r = 0.82, p = 0.004, respectively, data
not shown). These results are in line with the observations made in
humans that showed an increased release of IL-1b, IL-6, and
TNF-a in the BAL fluid of patients with active TB, as compared to
healthy controls [28], and higher concentrations of IL-1b in BAL
fluids of patients with large cavities related to patients with small or
no cavity [29]. Our conclusion as to a possible role of
inflammatory responses in TB progression does not contradict
data on severe course of TB in mice deficient in IL-1b, IL-6 or IL11
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Figure 8. Suggested roles for antibacterial and inflammatory responses in the determination of TB outcome. In hosts with deficiency
in antibacterial immune response, progressive Mtb growth induces extremely severe TB. In hosts able to eradicate Mtb, no disease is developed. In
hosts who are able to restrict Mtb growth but fail to completely eradicate the infection, the outcome depends on quantitatively- and geneticallydetermined peculiarities of inflammatory response.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0010469.g008

1b receptor [30–32]. As discussed above, pro-inflammatory factors
likely play a dual role during TB, and may mediate protection
when produced in low doses or induce pathology when secreted at
high doses. Interestingly, in mice lacking the IL-1R, a severe
course of TB was associated with high lung production of IL-1b,
IL-6, and TNF-a [32], findings which corresponds well to the
result of our study.
An important question is how the intensity of lung inflammatory
response is controlled during TB. In phagocytes, inflammatory
response is induced by pathogen-derived signals [21,22,24], i.e.
pathogen load is one of the major factors that determine the intensity
of inflammation. Our results indicate that other factors, in particular
genetics, may be also implicated in the control of inflammatory
response during TB. Indeed, F2 mice having similar mycobacterial
loads in their lungs displayed different levels of inflammatory factor
expression. The levels of inflammatory factors expression, rather than
Mtb loads, correlated with TB progression in F2 mice (Tables 2, 3).
Genetically different macrophages and neutrophils displayed different levels of expression of inflammation-related genes, and these
differences were seen not only in Mtb-infected but also in Mtb-uninfected cells. Thus, variations between individual F2 mice in the
intensity of lung inflammatory response cannot be explained in terms
of the host ability to restrict mycobacterial growth, and may be due
either to stochastic fluctuations, or to genetically controlled
differences between the mice. Giving that macrophages from parental
I/St and A/Sn strains displayed intrinsic differences in the expression
of inflammatory genes, and that the same two cytokines, IL-1b and
IL-11, were highly expressed in ‘‘susceptible’’ I/St macrophages, and
in the lungs of F2 mice with severe TB, we believe that the second
explanation is more likely, i.e. the intensity of inflammatory response
mounted by infected F2 mice were controlled genetically. This
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

assumption is consistent with the results of Keller et al [33] who
showed that macrophages from TB-susceptible mice are characterized predominantly by the activation of genes involved in local
inflammatory responses, and is further supported by the data from
Poltorak and coauthors [34], who directly demonstrated a role for
genetic factors in the control of macrophage inflammatory responses.
In our study, the best correlates of TB progression were high
expressions of IL-1b and IL-11. An association between TB
progression and the expression of IL-11 is a novel finding of this
study. This finding extents previous observations on a higher
expression of IL-11 mRNA in I/St macrophages [20] and raises a
question on whether this cytokine is directly implicated on TB
pathogenesis and if so, which mechanisms mediate IL-11 effect.
The answer to these questions requires long-term experiments on
IL-11 administration and/or its neutralization following Mtb
infection, which were beyond of this study and are currently
ongoing. Based on the results obtained in other experimental
models, we suppose that several biological activities of IL-11 are
relevant to TB control. In particular, IL-11 was shown to shift Tcell response towards a Th2 type [35,36], modify hemopoiesis
[35,37,38], and directly affect inflammation [35,39–41]. Of note,
an ability of IL-11 to up-regulate the expression of IL-1b mRNA
and IL-1b-dependent up-regulation of IL-11 were reported
[42,43], indicating on the ability of IL-1b and IL-11, the two
major correlates of TB progression in our study, to positively
regulate each other.
Analysis of the expression of TNF-a revealed steady intrinsic
differences between macrophages and granulocytes derived from
I/St and A/Sn mice. These results strongly suggest that the level of
TNF-a expression is under genetic control. In I/St macrophages,
a relatively low expression of TNF-a paralleled with a relatively
12
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the lungs, and TB severity, observed in our study, is in line with
the results obtained in other mouse models of TB [46]. Our results
suggest that although phagocytic cells can contribute to the
propagation of inflammation, their progressive accumulation in
the lungs is rather a result than an initial cause of severe
inflammation. Indeed, in our study, the numbers of macrophages
and neutrophils (the major immune cells producing pro-inflammatory cytokines) in the lungs of mice with progressive TB were
not higher compared to mice with slowly progressing disease
(Fig. 6). Gr-1dim/Ly-6Gdim cells were abundant in the lungs of
mice with severe TB, but these cells were poor producers of major
pro-inflammatory factors (besides IL-11) and were absent form the
lungs of un-infected mice, i.e. could not serve as an initial cause of
inflammation. Finally, neutrophils and, especially, macrophages
from I/St and A/Sn mice exhibited intrinsic differences in the
expression of pro-inflammatory factors at a per cell level (Fig. 7 C,
D). Thus, we suppose that excessive expression of inflammationrelated factors in the lungs of mice with severe TB depended on
the peculiarities of phagocytes transcriptional response to the
infection at a per cell level, rather than was a result of their massive
local accumulation.
In conclusion, this study provides evidence that severe rapidly
progressing TB may result not only from insufficient effector
functions, but also be a consequence of excessive inflammatory
responses in infected hosts, supporting the idea that excessive
inflammation may be more damaging for the host than the activity
of the pathogen that elicited it.
Another important conclusion of this study is that in a ‘‘normal’’
immunocompetent population of genetically heterogeneous hosts,
the outcome of Mtb infection is determined by ‘‘subtle’’ variations
in host immune reactivity (e.g., by the quantitative differences in
the level of inflammatory gene expression), rather than by ‘‘on-off’’
differences (e.g., expression or a complete lack of expression of a
particular factor). In our study, variations in lung expression of
cytokines IL-1b and IL-11 were the major factor associated with
TB progression in mice. Whether IL-1b and, especially, IL-11, a
cytokine with previously unidentified role during TB, account for
severe course of TB in humans, is an important question. Finally,
our study, for the first time, identifies an unusual population of Gr1dim/Ly-6Gdim cells, which accumulation in the infected lungs
marks TB progression.

high expression of IL-11, which is in line with a known capacity of
IL-11 to down-regulate TNF-a [39]. In F2 mice, the expression of
TNF-a correlated directly with TB progression when simple
correlation analysis was performed in all F2 mice or in F2 mice
having high Mtb loads. However the expression of TNF-a
correlated negatively with TB progression when the expression
of other factors, especially, IL-1b and IL-11, was taken into
account or when simple correlation analysis was performed in
mice having low Mtb loads. These results show that high
expression of TNF-a may be protective or contribute to pathology
depending on pathogen burden and/or local inflammatory
background, which is in line with multiple roles for this cytokine
in TB pathogenesis, and its capacity to both promote and downregulate the inflammation [44].
Earlier we and other investigators demonstrated that in mice,
severe TB was accompanied by a progressive accumulation of
neutrophils in the lung tissue [18,45,46]. In these studies,
neutrophils were identified as cells that bind Gr-1-specific (RB68C5) Abs. In the current study, we demonstrate that the
population of Gr-1+ cells infiltrating Mtb-infected lungs, is not
homogeneous, and consists of at least two different subsets, Gr-1hi
and Gr-1dim. We show that TB progression is tightly associated
with the appearance and progressive accumulation of Gr-1dim/Ly6Gdim, but not Gr-1hi/Ly-6Ghi, cells in the lungs, which is a novel
finding of this study. While there are no doubts that Gr-1hi/Ly6Ghi cells represent neutrophils, the nature of Gr-1dim/Ly-6Gdim
cells is not completely clear. Gr-1-specific Abs produced by clone
RB6-8C5, recognize an epitope shared by Ly-6G and Ly-6C
molecules. Ly-6G-specific Abs produced by clone 1A8 recognize
specifically Ly-6G molecules. Granulocytes are characterized by
the expression of Ly-6G protein and are known to express the Gr1hi/Ly-6Ghi phenotype [23]. Monocytes do not express Ly-6G,
but express Ly-6C protein, and therefore are Gr-1low/Ly-6G2
[47]. Gr-1dim/Ly-6Gdim cells identified in our study differed from
typical monocytes as they could be stained with Ly-6G Abs. On
the other hand, these cells also differed from typical granulocytes
as their expression of Gr-1 and Ly-6G was relatively low. In
addition, these cells co-expressed low levels of F4-80 (Figure 6D)
and had un-segmented nuclei (Lyadova, Barteneva, unpublished
observations). We suppose that Gr-1dim/Ly-6Gdim cells, identified
in our study, represent immature granulocytes or their myeloid
precursors that generate and migrate to peripheral tissues in highly
inflammatory conditions. It is also possible that Gr-1dim/Ly-6Gdim
cells represent cells developed from mature neutrophils as a result
of their transformation at the site of inflammation. The later is in
line with recent observations made by Sasmono et al [48] who
suggested that at inflammatory sites, neutrophils may differentiate
into F4-80 expressing macrophages and that this transdifferentiation is accompanied by down-regulation of Ly-6G expression.
Although the exact nature of Gr-1dim/Ly-6Gdim cells remains to
be established, there is no doubt that in our model, the
accumulation of these cells in the lungs was the major cellular
characteristic of TB progression.
In our study, the numbers of neutrophils (Gr-1hi cells) in the lungs
of mice with rapidly progressing TB were not higher compared to
mice with slowly progressing disease (Figure 6). These results seem to
contradict numerous observations (including our own) demonstrating
that severe TB is accompanied by a disproportional influx of
neutrophils to Mtb-infected lungs [18,45,46]. The contradiction is
likely due to the fact that in other studies the levels of Gr-1 expression
were not taken into account and all Gr-1-expressing cells were
considered as typical neutrophils.
An association between the accumulation of phagocytic cells,
high expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines in
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

Materials and Methods
Animals
(A/Sn6I/St)F2, A/JSnYCit (A/Sn), and I/StYCit (I/St) mice
were bred in the Animal Care Facility at the Central Tuberculosis
Research Institute (Moscow, Russia) in accordance with Russian
Ministry of Health Guideline no. 755 and the US National
Institutes of Health Office of Laboratory Animal Welfare (OLAW)
Assurance #A5502-01. Water and food were provided ad libitum.
All experimental procedures were approved by the CIT IACUC.

Study design
Mice were infected intratracheally with 103 CFUs/mouse of
mid-log-phase Mtb strain H37Rv Pasteur as described earlier [16].
F2 mice were weighted before the infection, and then every 7 days.
Experiments were performed on day 24 post-infection. Lungs
were perfused with 0,02% EDTA-PBS to wash blood vessels [11]
and used for: 1) determination of mycobacterial load, 2)
histological analysis, 3) flow cytometry analysis, and 4) RNA
isolation. Mycobacterial loads were determined by plating
homogenates of the upper right lobe of the lungs on Dubos agar
[11]. Lung tissue pathology was evaluated by preparing serial 6- to
13
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8-mm sections of the left lobe of the lung. The sections were stained
with haematoxylin-eosin and analyzed using an Axioskop 40
microscope (magnification 2.56 and 406) equipped with AxioCam MRc 5 camera (Carl Zeiss, Germany). The area of
infiltrated lung tissue was determined using AxioVs 40 software.
The percentage of lung tissue affected by TB was calculated as:
infiltrated lung tissue area (mm2)/(total lung tissue area
(mm2)6100%. For flow cytometry analysis, the bottom-right lobes
of the lung were excised, digested, and analyzed using FACS
Calibur with CellQuest (BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA) and Flow
Jo (TreeStar, Inc. San Carlos, CA) softwares. Lung cell viability
was determined based on cell distribution on FSC-SSC dot plots
and by tripan blue exclusion, which gave similar results. mRNA
was isolated from the middle right lobe of each lung using SV
Total RNA Isolation System (Promega, CA). For the determination of weight loss, Mtb load in the lungs, lung pathology, and lung
cell viability mice of both sexes were used. Gene expression
analysis was performed in females to exclude any influence of
gender on the results.

TACTCCGCCGTTTACAGCTC, reverse GGGGATCACAGGTTGGTCT, probe ATGTCTCGCCTGGCCTTGCC; IL-6:
forward GTTCTCTGGGAAATCGTGGA, reverse AAGTGCATCATCGTTGTTCATACA, probe TGAGAAAAGAGTTGTGCAATGGCAATTCTG; Mmp-8: forward AGGGAACCCAGCACCTATTC, reverse CAGTAGGTTGGATGGGGTTG, probe
CAATGGCATTCAGACAATCTATGGACC; Mmp10: forward,
GTGATCCTGCTTTGTCCTTTG, reverse TGAAATTCAGGCTCGGGATT, probe CTTTAAAGACAGGTACTTCTGGCGCAGATCCC; HPRT: forward CTTCCTCCTCAGACCGCTTTT, reverse AACCTGGTTCATCATCGCTAATC, probe
AGCCGACCGGTCCCGTCATG.

Flow cytometry and intracellular cytokine staining
Lung cell suspensions obtained from F2 mice were stained with
PE-anti-F4-80 (Caltag) and FITC-anti-Gr-1 (clone RB6-8C5) or
FITC-anti-Ly-6G (clone 1A8) mAbs (BD Bioscience). For
detection of intracellular cytokines, lung cells obtained from F2
mice were cultured in the presence of Mtb sonicate and GoldgiPlug
(BD Bioscience), and stained as described earlier [49] using the
following mAbs: FITC-anti-Ly-6G (clone 1A8), FITC- or PE-antiF4/80, Per-CP-anti-CD4, Per-CP-anti-CD8, PE-anti-TNF-a
APC-anti-IFN-c (BD Biosciences), biotinilated-anti-CXCL2, biotinilated-anti-IL-6 or biotinilated-anti-IL-11 Abs (R&D Systems
Inc., Minneapolis, MN) plus streptavidin-FITC or streptavidinAPC. Isotype-matched antibodies were used as controls.

Isolation of plastic-adherent, plastic-non adherent lung
cells and peritoneal macrophages
Lung cell suspensions were obtained from moderately wasting
or weight gaining F2 mice on day 24 post-infection. Cells were
pooled within each group. Plastic-adherent and non-adherent
populations were separated as described earlier for macrophages
[17]. RNA was isolated from 36106 of non-adherent or adherent
cells using SV Total RNA Isolation System (Promega). Aliquots of
non-adherent and adherent cells were analyzed by flow cytometry
to confirm their phenotype.

DNA preparation and QTL analysis
Tail DNA was isolated from (A/Sn6I/St)F2 mice using a
Wizard Genomic DNA Purification kit (Promega) and used for the
determination of the simple sequence length polymorphism
(SSLPs) D3Mit299, D9Mit89, and D17Mit175 (MapPairs, Research Genetics, Massachusets) as described previously [8,14].
QTL analysis was performed using mycobacterial load and
percent of IFN-c-producing cells in the lungs as quantitative traits
(QTX MapManager, Software for genetic mapping of mendelian
markers and quantitative trait loci, program for Windows).

Gene expression in macrophages and neutrophils
I/St and A/Sn mice were injected intraperitoneally with 3%
peptone. To obtain macrophages, peritoneal exudate cells were
eluted five days later and plastic-adherent population was isolated
[17]. The cells (4–56106 cells/well in 6 ml) were placed in 6-well
tissue culture plates at 37uC in 5% CO2; one hour later
mycobacteria were added at a multiplicity of infection of 2:1.
After incubation for 18h, the non-adherent cells were eliminated
by vigorous washing and macrophage mRNA was isolated. To
obtain neutrophils, peritoneal exudate cells were eluted 18 h after
the injection of peptone. Neutrophils were purified using two-step
Percoll gradient (1.073 and 1.100 g/ml) and immediately used for
mRNA isolation.

Statistical analysis
Correlations between quantitative variables were performed
using Spearman analysis (GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego,
CA and program R, http://www.r-project.org). Selection of the
best model predicting disease progression was done by multiple
regression analysis, using F-test for nested models, and Akaike
Information Criterion [50–52]. Before the analysis, the gene
expression data were log-transformed with a detection limit of
161025. The positive r (rho) indicated the direct, and the negative
r (rho) – inverse correlation. For the multiple correlation analyses,
p-values of 0.003 (12 variables) or 0.006 (8 variables) were
considered significant to account for multiple testing.

Quantitative RT-PCR
RNA was reverse transcribed to generate cDNA using oligo (dT)
primers, dNTP mix, RNaseOUT, and SuperScript II reverse
transcriptase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), following manufacturer’s
protocol. The cDNA was used as the template for quantitative PCR
using an ABI Prism 7000 Sequence Detection System (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Gene expression in the lungs was
analyzed using glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH)
as a housekeeping gene, as it was uniformly expressed in the lungs of
mice with different TB severity. In in vitro cultured cells, b-Actin and
hypoxanthine ribosyltransferase (HPRT), but not GAPDH, revealed
stable expression and were used as reference genes. Gene expression
assays for GAPDH, b-Actin, IL-1b, TNF-a, CCL3, CCL4, CXCL2,
iNOS, were purchased from Applied Biosystems. Primers and probes
for IL-11, IL-6, MMP-8, MMP10 were designed by Pamela Scott
Adams (Trudeau Institute Inc., Saranac Lake, NY), and for HPRT by Dr. Gregory Dolganov (Stanford University, Stanford, CA). The
sequences of these primers and probes are as follows. IL-11: forward
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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File S4 Bootstrapping to account for variability.
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